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Abstract— Power transmission for skew shafts is with the 

help of either crossed helical gear or worm gear or hypoid 

gears in a machine, but the manufacturing of these gears is 

very complex, power loss in gears due to sliding motion and 

the shaft orientations is very limited, so need arises for a 

better system. In Gearless power transmission for skew shafts 

which reduce the losses, cost & save the time and space. This 

system allows the changing in the orientation of shafts during 

motion which is very interesting and fascinating about this 

mechanism. In this transmission system no. of pins or links 

used must be odd 3,5,7,9... Pins or links are fixed in the drilled 

holes at the both shaft ends due to which motion is 

transferred. The Working of this arrangement is very smooth 

& work effectively with a very minimum amount of power 

losses, which is skilful and is having something precise in 

transmitting power in angular position without any gears 

being manufactured. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s world requires speed on each and every field. Hence 

rapidness and quick working is the most important. Now a 

day for achieving rapidness, various machines and 

equipments are manufactured by man. Engineer is constantly 

conformed to the challenges of bringing ideas and design in 

to reality. 

New machine and techniques are being developed 

continuously to manufacture various products at cheaper rates 

and high quality. The project “GEARLESS 

TRANSMISSION” being compact and portable equipment, 

which is skilful and is having something, practices in the 

transmitting power at many angle within 1800 without any 

gears being manufactured. Most of the material is made 

available by our college. The parts can be easily made in our 

college-shop its price is also less. This project gives us 

knowledge, experience, skill and new ideas of the 

manufacturing. It is a working project and having guarantee 

of the success. This project is the equipment useful to 

improve the quality of the gear being manufactured and can 

be made in less time, hence we have selected this project 

angular position is an ingenious link mechanism of slider and 

kinematic chain principle. This is also called as “gearless 

transmission mechanism” this mechanism is very useful for 

transmitting motion at many angles. 

However in certain industrial application “gearless 

transmission at many angles” can also work at obtuse or 

accurate angle plane can be compared to worm and worm 

gear or bevel and pinion gear which are invariably used in the 

industry for numerous application. The main feature for 

mechanism comparatively high efficiency between the input 

and the output power shafts with regards to the gear 

efficiencies. It has elaborately discussed in detail in the entire 

books of engineering that the gear drives have very low 

mechanical efficiencies. Since Factor relating to under 

frictional Forces between the mating gear teeth, the erratic 

hunting of the gears, the back lash between the teeth cannot 

be overcome and hence the efficiency cannot be more than 

55% of recent gears of warm bevel type are being 

manufactured in poly propylene and epoxy material where 

the Frictional Forces are comparatively eliminated. Even 

though such gears are used for relatively small applications 

the efficiency is not more than 42%. 

This mechanism transmits the Input power towards 

the Output side such a way that the angular forces produced 

in the slacks are simply transmitted with the help of pins 

which takes up the Input power and the angular drive is 

transferred towards the Output slack and pin assembly. Hence 

very little friction plays while the power is being transmitted; 

the Hunting and back lash one absent. Therefore, it is 

appreciated that efficiency as high as 90-92% are possible in 

gearless transmission mechanism. Here we are going to show 

two applications of this mechanism. How it will become 

work, which we are showing by cutting the wood by attaching 

the wood cutter at the output shaft as well as we are also 

making it as compressor. It will suck the air from atmosphere, 

compressor it & delivers it at high pressure. As we were 

calculate the result obtained is we can get the compressed air 

at pressure 2 bar. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Here is a wonderful mechanism that carries force through a 

180º bend. Translating rotational motion around an axis 

usually involves gears, which can quickly become 

complicated, inflexible and clumsy-looking, often ugly. So, 

instead of using gears, this technology elegantly converts 

rotational motion using a set of cylindrical bars, bent from 0o 

to 180º, in a clever, simple and smooth process that translates 

strong rotational force even in restricted spaces. 

This transmission is an old one many mechanics are 

sceptical about its operation, however it is not only 

practicable but has proved satisfactory for various 

applications when the drive is for shafts which are 

permanently located at given angle. Although this illustration 

shows any angle transmission, this drive can be applied also 

to shafts located at intermediate angle between 0 o and 180o. 

In making this transmission, it is essential to have the holes 

for a given rod located accurately in the same holes must be 

equally spaced in radial and circumferential directions, be 

parallel to each rod should be bent to at angle at which the 

shaft are to be located. If the holes drilled in the ends of the 

shafts have “blind” or closed ends, there ought to be a small 

vent at the bottom of each rod hole for the escape of air 

compressed by the pumping action of the rods. 
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These holes are useful for oiling to avoid blind holes 

shafts may have enlarged port or shoulder. This transmission 

may be provided centrally and in line with the axis of each 

shaft and provided with a circular groove at each rod or a 

cross-pin to permit rotation of the shaft about the rod simply 

active as a retaining device for shipping and handling 

purposed. 

 
Fig. 1: 

III. RESEARCH GAP 

By using the reviews which are collected from the journals, 

we decided to fabricate the Power transmitting mechanism 

using rods in angular position. 

IV. DESIGN CALCULATION 

A. Motor Specification 

Testing of the machine and for functioning 

Power of motor = ¼ H.P = 746 x 0.25 = 186.5 N- m /s 

Rpm of motor = 1440 rpm 

Power of motor = P = 186.5 watt. 

P = 2πNT /60 

Where, N = Rpm of motor = 1440 rpm 

T = Torque transmitted 

186.5 = 2π×140×T /60 

T = 1.23 N-m 

T = 1238 N-mm 

B. Design of Shaft 

Following stresses are normally adopted in shaft design 

Max tensile stress = 60 N/mm2 

Max shear stress = 40 N/mm2 

Shaft design on basic of study 

Considering 25 % overload 

Tmax= 1238 x 1.25= 1.525 x 103 N-mm 

The shaft is subject to pure torsional stress 

We know T= 3. 14/16 x fs x d3 

15250 = 3. 14/ 16 x 70x d3 

D =10.20mm 

Taking factor of safety = 2 

D = 10 x 2 = 20mm 

Same torque is transmitted to link shaft 

So torque on each shaft = T/3 = 15250 /3 = 5083 N mm 

T= π/16 x fs x d3 

5083 = 3. 14/ 16 x 70x d3 

D = 7.17 mm 

Taking factor of safety =1.4 

D = 7 x 1 .4 = 9.8 =10mm 

C. Design of C-Section 

M = Ra x L/2 

M = 750 x 1500/2 

M = 562500 N-mm 

We know, 

Fb = M/Z 

Z = t (l x b + (b2/6)) 

Z = 5 (40x 65 + (652/6)) 

Z = 3304 mm3 

Now check bending stress induced in C Section 

Fb induced = M/Z 

Fb induced = 562500 /3304 = 170.25 N / mm2 

As induced stress value is less than allowable stress value 

design is safe. 

Fb = Permissible bending stress = 320 N / mm² 

Fb induced < fb allowable 

Hence our design is safe. 

D. Designs for Welded Joints 

Diameter of shaft, D = 20 mm 

Size of weld, s = 4 mm 

Fs = load/shear area 

=600/π .D x t 

=600/π x 20 x t 

Now, t = s.cos 45 = 0.707 s 

Fs = 9.55/0.707×4 N/mm2 

Fs = 3.37 N/mm2 

As induced stress value is less than allowable value, which is 

56 N/mm2, so design is safe. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The Gearless transmission or angular mechanism is a device 

for transmitting Motions at any fixed angle between the 

driving and driven shaft. The synthesis of this mechanism 

would reveal that it comprises of a number of links would be 

between 3 to 8 the more the links the smoother the operation. 

These links slide inside hollow cylinders thus formatting a 

sliding pair. Our mechanism has 3 such sliding pairs. These 

cylinders are placed in a Hollow pipe and are fastened at 1200 

to each other. This whole assembly is mounted on brackets 

wooden table. 

Power is supplied by an electric motor. The working 

of the mechanism is understood by the diagram. An unused 

form of transmission of power on shaft located at an angle. 

Motion is transmitted from driving to the driven shaft through 

the roads which are bent to conform to the angles between the 

shafts. These roads are located at in the holes equally spaced 

around a circle and they are free to slide in & out as the shaft 

revolves. This type of drive is especially suitable where quite 

operation at high speed is essential but only recommended for 

high duty. The operation of this transmission will be apparent 

by the action of one rod during a revolution. If we assume that 

driving shaft “A” is revolving as indicated by arrow the 

driven shaft B will rotate counter clockwise. As shaft A turns 

through half revolution C shown in the inner and most 

effective driving position slides out of both shafts A & B. 

The first half revolution and rod “C” then will be at 

the top then during the remaining half this rod “C” slide 

inwards until it again reaches to inner most position shown in 

Fig. in the meanwhile the other roads have of course passed 

through the same cycle of movements all rods are 

successively sliding inwards  and outwards. 
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A. Advantages 

1) Complete freedom of interchangeability. 

2) Cheaper and easily available material is used. 

3) This is more efficient in than gears. 

4) Quick response is achieved. 

5) Simple in construction. 

6) Easy to maintain and repair. 

7) Cost of the unit is less. 

8) Less skilled operator is sufficient and simple in 

construction. 

9) Portability of parts. 

B. Applications 

1) The mechanism is invariable used for multiple spindle 

drilling operation called the gang drilling. 

2) Used for angular drilling between 00 to 1800 positions. 

3) Lubrication pumps for C.N.C. lathe machines. 

4) The mechanism is very useful for a reaching a drive at a 

clumsy location. 

5) Air blower for electronic and computer machine. 

6) The mechanism has found a very usefully use in 

electronic and computer technology for multiple. 

7) This mechanism is used for movement of periscope in 

submarines. 

VI. RESULT 

Thus the design and fabrication of Power Transmission in 

angular position using rods have been designed and the 

working of the mechanism is analyzed. This is better than 

gear mechanisms. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Some successful mechanical devices function smoothly 

however poor fly they are made while other does this only by 

virtue of a accurate construction & fitting of their moving 

parts. This projects which looks very simple & easy to 

construct was actually very difficult to conceive & imagine 

without seeing an actual one in practice. It is an event a fact 

in the creative mental process nit the forces, which 

predominate among the schemes of the active tinkers. 

Motions demands to be studied first & we have done 

that very thing. We find that while acceptable analysis for 

existing mechanism can often be made quite easily we cannot 

without insight & imagination make effective synthesis of 

new mechanism hence we are mould to present this our 

project gearless transmission at any angle which we have 

managed to successfully device after long & hard input in 

conceiving its working principle. 

 
Fig. 2: 
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